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You start learning Japanese, so you need to learn hiragana. Most Japanese teachers will help you start with a hiragan chart. Unfortunately, most charts are not that big. Having done a few chart-toe in my time, I've seen a lot of them. There are so many styles, types and techniques out there. But you have to find a chart that fits your learning style. That's why we've put together 27
of the best (and only the best) hiragan charts out there. You can compare the charts and choose the one that suits you. Or you can grab them all and fill the binder. The choice is hers. Scroll further. The standard Hiragan charts These hiragana diagrams are simple and boring. But there's nothing wrong with that. 99.99% of Japanese students will receive such charts. They do their
job and are easy on printer ink cartridges. For new Japanese students, any of them will be my first recommendation. Hiragan's Tofugu Chart Is the First on our list is our own. It is used on the Tofugu Learn Hiragana page (you have to check it out if you are studying hiragana and have not chosen the method, or just want to learn the hiragana way faster than everyone else). It's very
simple, print (in black and white), and contains not only basic cana, but dakuten/combo hiragan as well. No bells and whistles and nothing unusual about it, but it works. Click on the image to download the full-size version. The same rule applies to other charts in this list (click for full size). Dr. Mokou's Hiragan Chart by Dr. Moko is an app that teaches hiragan using mmmonics. This
is effective, and I recommend it to anyone who is not affiliated with to Tofugu's Hiragan mnemonic. These are their main hiragan charts though, so no mmmonics here. However, it is a nice, simple one that will be useful for many Japanese students. Also, download it from the original source. Be sure to check out all the other things that Dr. Mokou has to offer as well, especially if
you are studying hiragan. Tofugu Retired Hiragana Chart This is our old hiragana schedule. There's nothing wrong with that. You may even prefer his patina. It's like our current one. It just has a different style. The mnemonic Hiragan Charts When it comes to learning and memorization, mnemonics are the best way to go, hands down. So it's only natural that a few mnemonic based
hiragan diagrams have been created. If you plan to take this route, you should feel free to mix and match individual kana mmmonics. Not all mmmonics connect with all people. Some will feel more personal (and therefore more effective) than others. Grab mnamoniks that work best for you to learn hiragan even faster. Tofugu's Hiragana Mnemonics Chart Because our method of
learning hiragana is all about mnemonics, we put together a hiragana mnemonic graph a few weeks ago. But you Download it right here by clicking on the image below. If mmmonics do your job, you don't even need this chart after a while. Hiragan Mamonik Chart by Timothy Timothy Alexis Cowan These hiragana mnemonics, made by Timothy Stouth and Alexis Cowan are a lot of
fun. There's a lot of mamonik here that I've never seen before. Also download his original graph of the hiragan PDF. Hiragan Mnemonics Chart Hatas-Seseei I found these hiragan mnemonics on this page. This man got these mamoniks from Hatas-Sesei. Looks like he's Professor Purdue. Good on Hatas-Sesey for coming up and sharing these hiragana mmmonics. I love it when
teachers put in extra time and effort to help their students. Michael Rowley's Mnemonic Hiragan Chart This chart comes from a 1992 book called Kanji-Pict-O-Graphix by Michael Rowley. Love the title. The X at the end makes it cool. It floats around a lot of places online without accreditation, so thanks to Tofugu reader A L for letting us know the source. Hiragan Charts with Stroke
Order When writing manually, stroke order is quite important. You can tell when someone writes in the wrong stroke order because, well, something just looks. Your handwriting will improve ten times if you write hiragan correctly. With kanji, you can learn a stroke order by following a small set of stroke order rules. With hiragana, you better learn from each individual order of Kahn's
stroke. There aren't many, and these charts will help. Mama No Yume Koubou's Hiragana Stroke Order Chart This stroke order chart covers all the major hiraganas and uses colors as well as a numerical indicator to show the correct order of running. You can find the original over on the Mama No Yume Koubou website, although it's all in Japanese. Wikipedia Hiragan Chart This
would not be an article on the Internet unless there was a link to Wikipedia. There are actually several sections of the Hiragan Wikipedia page that can be considered a hiragan chart, but this is the most beautiful one. Here's the original image minus all the fluff around it. Sasagami358 in Hiragan Stroke Order Charts Nice and Simple and Grey. Why is it gray? So you can write on
top of it in practice. Get the original, here. You'll also find a darker (not very gray) version to search (rather than trace). The Hiragana diagrams that will help you practice the Hiragana diagrams will be even better when you can interact with them. Of course, some may not be a hiragan chart in the traditional sense, but they are close enough to include in this list. The Happy Lilac
Hiragan Practice Of The Happy Lilac Chart is a treasure trove of hiragan practice. In fact, they will pop up several times in this article. For this particular chart of hiragan practice, all you have to do is write over the gray lines (in the correct stroke order, of course). Visit the Happy Lilac website for more practice based on the above sheet. In addition, Happy Lilac also has a ton of
other practice sheets for hiragana too. If you're studying hiragan, I definitely recommend Their. Mom Note's Hiragan Practice Chart Mama Note in Hiragan practice booklet shows Kana, Kana, you write over some gray lines before kicking you out of the proverbial nest. I wish it had more on your own practice, however. I suppose that's what the blank papers are for. For the original,
visit this page (all in Japanese). You will find this practice of hiragan PDF along with other educational materials for Japanese children. Print Kids Hiragan Fill-In-Blanks Charts It's So Useful Because They Make You Fill In The Gap and Actually Remember Your Hiragan. There are so many individual downloads I'm not even going to put them here. Just click on the image or link
below to be overwhelmed by all the practices of the hiragan you could ever want. And if that's not enough, there's always more practice on our page to learn hiragan. Grab all the PDF practices right here. Click on ダウロ ド to download each page. Baby Nifty Fill in empty Hiragan Charts These practice sheets allow you to practice individual cans, one at a time. Sounds like a lot of
paper to me, but maybe you can just print out Kana giving you the most trouble. Visit Kid's Nifty page and click on the blue buttons ファをひらく to view (and print) each individual sheet. Hiragan Charts for children in Japan, think who is studying hiragan. Of course they're kids. Thus, there are many charts aimed at children (and very few aimed at adults). If you teach your child (s)
hiragan, or if you have a child's heart, this will be a heiragan chart for you. Kidsmoji by KF Studio Kidsmoji charts too friggin' cute. Although the illustrations next to the kan refer to the Japanese word using said kana (so they are not really mnemonics), they can help you, or your children, learn a little more Japanese vocabulary. Here's the standard can. And it's a combination of
plus dakuten hiragan. And finally, the color-me-in version. There's more diagrams on their website, including the catacan and the English alphabet. You will also find more black and white of me in the charts. Is it the Hiragan Chart that was (Maybe?) just made some Sensei? I don't know what to say here. I have no idea where that's coming from. But, if you know where it's coming
from, send us an email and we'll be sure to get it correctly cited. Imotoyouko's Hiragan Chart This chart of hiragan is available for purchase on Amazon.co.jp. It contains an animal (or some other cute thing) for each of the cans. わ it's わに (alligator), for example. Unfortunately, か't かに (crab). Mama No Yume Koubou in Hiragan / Katakana Chart Bright, Bold Colors. Both hiragan
and katakana (for those of you who study katakana too). Color illustrations. It's very simple, but solid. Grab the original here. Thomas Tank Engine Hiragan Chart Every Japanese kid loves Thomas, and so you should! Trains with faces that don't like it? It's a simple chart of a hiragan with a stroke order, but for Thomas fans, there's no other graphic Over there. You can find the
original, along with other Things Thomas, right here. Pokemon Pokemon Chart This Pokemon Hiragana chart includes hiragana and katakana as well as Pokemon illustrations that will help you remember them... that is, if you already speak Japanese. A great way to learn Japanese Pokemon names too. The physical version of this hiragana chart is available for purchase on
amazon.co.jp. Happy Lilac Hiragan Chart This graph comes in several sizes. If you want more, just print out more pieces of paper and tape them together. Happy lilac really kills it off the chart.com. Visit their website for this, and others. Color-Me-In Hiragana Chart by Benesse Kids (and apparently adults now) love coloring books. This chart includes examples of words and
illustrations that you can color in yourself. Grab the original, here. Happy Lilac Hiragan Chart 2 Another happy lilac hiragan chart. If you didn't like that last one, might it be more your style? See his birthplace, right here. Genky Kokugo Hiragan Chart Bright, tasteless and... Why is this chart even on this list? I'll tell you why. It's a beautiful, beautiful face near the bottom left corner. Get
the original here. Niji-no-ie in Hiragan Chart Isn't this hiragan chart adorable? The original, like the other color version, can be found here. If you've ever been to Okinawa, borrow their shop. Other Hiragan Charts These hiragan diagrams do not quite fall into the above categories. But that doesn't mean they're not useful/cool. Hiragan: The origin of the Hiragan Diagram came from
somewhere, and that somewhere kanji. This chart provides side-by-side comparisons of the hiragan and kanji from where they came from (making it a kind of combo kanji chart). Now that I'm thinking about it, probably not all that useful if you're new. But it's still interesting! See the original and more on the JapanAKAluigi file page. Team YumYum's Hiragan Chart, Pins, Et cetera It, I
think, is one of the most beautiful charts on this list. But, if you disagree, they made an empty version just for you. Print it out and add your own illustrations. It can help you remember your hiragan better too, because you make it personal. They make a number of other hiragan related goods as well. Like this set of hiragana pins: Check out your other products related to hiragana.
You probably need to visit a physical place to get them, however. Studying Hiragan Hiragan's diagram won't really teach you hiragana. You have to learn and practice. That's why we created a method of teaching hiragana. It's free to use and you'll be able to read every character when you're done. It won't take as long as you think, either. And once you're done, you can learn the
catacans further. I hope you found a favorite chart of hiragana. If you didn't, you can always do a Google search for Hiragana Or ひらがな表. But, don't waste all your time searching for diagrams. You have to start now, because the sooner you learn hiragan, the sooner you can go to learn kanji (or other useful things related to the Japanese language). things). things). japanese
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